
Mary, 17, a dark haired, pretty girl with a mixed punk 
meets preppy style is sitting a row ahead of Vera on the 
opposite side.

Mary looks back at Vera.

MARY
You still not talking to me? Really?

Vera ignores her.

Mary huffs and moves into her seat where she can’t see 
Vera. 

The Bus stops.

MARK, 18, tall, incredibly handsome with a mane of black 
hair and a cool black jacket, his backpack slung over a 
shoulder climbs onto the bus. 

JUSTIN, 16, hygenically handicap, sits a few rows in and 
smiles as Mark walks toward him. 

JUSTIN
Poor Marky riding the bus, did Daddy take 
your car keys again?

MARK
Got something in your hair there, Justin.

Mark messes up Justin’s hair, pressing down hard as 
Justin can’t help but let him. 

Mark pulls his hand up, holding his middle finger from 
Justin’s hair and flicks Justin’s forehead.

A STUDENT, 16, waits behind Mark to find their own seat. 

Mark laughs and keeps moving toward the back of the bus.

Mark passes Vera and looks at her, his eyes widening. 

MARK (CONT’D)
Hey.

Vera doesn’t acknowledge Mark.

MARK (CONT’D)
Vera, you okay?

Mark waits a moment, but Vera doesn’t respond.

The STUDENT finds a seat and takes it. 
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Felicity is watching Mark, gritting her teeth.

Mark sits down in the back with Felicity as the Bus takes 
off again.

                    Felicity
Why are you talking to her? Right in 
front of me.

MARK (CONT’D)
Insecure much? Jesus, Felicity.

Felicity smacks his arm, Elaine and  looking on wide 
eyed.

MARK (CONT’D)
Just chill, would you?

CUT TO:

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING - CONTINUOUS

The Bus pulls up to a large, brick colored High School.

INT. SCHOOLBUS - CONTINUOUS

Felicity is leaning in trying to kiss Mark as students 
climb off the bus. 

Mark pulls away as Felicity pouts.

Mary exits the bus purposely not looking back at Vera.

Vera stands up slowly and puts her pink backpack on 
before exiting the bus.

Elaine, Mark and Felicity are the ones off the bus.

The Bus Driver lights a cigarette and talks through her 
teeth. 

BUS DRIVER (MUFFLED)
Have a great day.

Felicity’s face scrunches as she notices that there is 
dark blood covering the seat where Vera was sitting.

CUT TO:

4.
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